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Saskatchewan Experience
Sharon Bishop
Director, Organizational Culture
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Transformational Journey

Essential
Ingredient
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Advisory Panel Report: Key themes
• Singular system
• Seamless, integrated and coordinated care
• Remove barriers and spread innovative
models
• Deliver services that address local care
needs/tailored to the needs of our patients
• Address First Nation and Metis health needs
Essential
(governance, leadership,
Ingredient CANs)
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Key Themes…Cont’d
• Reduce duplication and variation (clinical and
corporate service lines)
• Physicians active in planning, management
and governance
• Capacity to monitor, improve and report on
health system performance
• Primary healthcare is locally delivered through
Essential
team based care Ingredient
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We know what we don’t want!
• 4-6 regions within a Provincial Health Authority
• A fragmented system arranged around the
convenience of the provider
• Siloed thinking (planning done in isolation)
• Siloed accountability for patients (service silos)
• A system that is hard to navigate
Essential
Ingredient
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6 Areas

Pre-Dec 4, 2017

• Local Administration
• Local Connections
• Local Reporting
• Central leadership
• Central Policy &
Strategy
• Seamless,
consistent and
coordinated care

12 RHA’s

Essential
Ingredient

SHA
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SHA Vision, Mission & Values

Essential
Ingredient

Current State: Leadership Challenges
Abound
• 43,000 Employees, 2500 Physicians
• Largest employer in SK, 2nd largest provincial health system in Canada
• 82 different systems (finance, payroll, HR)

• 3 local and 2 provincial unions
• 3 provider CBA’s presently being negotiated
• 2 Agreements presently in open period
• Transitioning the Roy Romanow Provincial Lab, PRAS, and SAHO to come
under the SHA umbrella…not in two years…now
• Undertaking a significant organizational re-design – by many new to their
Essential
positions and with newly formed
teams
Ingredient
• And….a provincial ‘eliminate faxing
initiative’ to boot!
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Tension - Creating Choices:
Leveraging the Polarities

Essential
“The greatest danger in times
of turbulence is not the turbulence;
it is to act
with yesterdays logic.”
Ingredient
Peter Drucker
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Leveraging Polarity Tensions:
‘Both-And’ Perspective
• Slow AND Fast
• Stabilize AND Innovate
• Physician AND Administrator
• Go Alone AND Go Together
• Competing with Others AND Collaborating with Others
• Talk AND Listen
• Fail AND Succeed
Essential
• Fear AND Excitement Ingredient
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Leadership Lesson
S
M
A
L
L

- See
- Map
- Assess
- Learn
- Leverage
Essential
Ingredient

Polarity Approach for Continuity and Transformation TM
www.PolarityPartnerships.com
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Nova Scotia Journey
Leading through Systems
Change
Carmelle d’Entremont
Vice President, People and Organizational
Development
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The Journey Begins
• Oct 2013, Government announced merger of 9 authorities to create Nova
Scotia Health Authority
• 2014, joint government and health authority Transition and Design Team
created to oversee planning
• July 2014 boards of directors disbanded; Administrator selected
• Sept 2014 President and CEO selected
• On April 1, 2015 – new Health Authority Act, new Board, new by-laws, new
CEO and new executive team (including
8 zone Executive Directors) and
Essential
provincial leadership in a few Ingredient
programs
• Largest employer - 23,000 employees, 2500 physicians, 7000 volunteers

Enablers
• General support for merger concept; benefits of one authority –
consistency, standards, sharing resources

• Vision and mission as guide

Leadership
• Strong focus on provincial planning with local/zonal implementation and
Excellence
integration
• Population health and wellness focus
• LEADS in a Caring Environment as common language for leadership and
platform for learning and managing change

Strategic Plan
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Early Days
• 45 collective agreements across 9 former health authorities
• New legislation: 4 new Councils of Unions for four new Bargaining Units –
multi-union bargaining units.
• One SAP payroll system but with variations in processes and interpretations
of terms and conditions
• 5 Time capture systems
• 9 sets of Management Terms and Conditions
• 2 Employee pension plans
• 2 LTD plans
• 2 health and dental benefits plans
• Fragmented electronic and manual recruiting and staff scheduling systems
• Different capacity across province; limited capacity for workforce
analysis/planning, and talent and organizational development
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Early Days
• Change in local access to executive leadership and Board
• Organizational restructuring. Multi-year, cascading process (layer by layer,
program by program). Over 400 management job reviews/fills in the first
two years
• Managers most impacted by change. Maintaining operations and leading
change while experiencing job security uncertainty
• Many new leaders in new roles, former leaders in new roles, leaders in
same roles but different reporting structures, leaders in same role but
broader geography, etc.
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Early Days
• More than nine ways of doing everything, different cultures and subcultures, vulnerability and resistance to change. Risk-taking challenging in
this environment
• Key issues for leadership: role clarity, decision-making, communications
and workload

• Public, political and media scrutiny is intense; perception becomes reality.
Issues that would not have been local issues, now become provincial
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Early Days – People Services
• Higher demand at time when looking to streamline corporate services
• Being restructured while restructuring others and needing to support with
change culture and leadership
• Everything old is not new again. Significant policy and program
development, as well as operational priorities. Rolled out new
Management T and Cs, over 22 policies and developed over 15 new
programs for all HR services with related training; introduced e-recruit
system; negotiated four new collective agreements; etc.
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Lessons Learned
• Need strong People Services and change management support through
transition and transformation. Separate team for operations

• Building trust in a new way – letting go of past and creating compelling
vision of the now and the future
• Leadership visibility is important – roles change at local level
• Employee and physician engagement - resiliency and accountability. Focus
on physicians and middle managers
• Vulnerability and courage
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Lessons Learned
• The Matrix - Role clarity and decision-making - less about ‘who’ has
authority to make the decision, but ‘how’ is the decision made. Building
teams, developing coalitions
• Balancing provincial planning and coordination, with visible local and site
leadership – what is that balance?
• Staging and pacing of change– system enablers required for organizational
design and effectiveness can be disruptive and place additional pressures
on leaders
• Health care is personal and political. Navigating socio-political
environments is critical capability for senior leaders as relationship/role
with Government changes
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The Journey Continues
• Continued focus on evidence-based planning and system integration –
Quality and sustainability

• Focused attention on leadership and streamlined decision-making
• Strengthened roles of local site leaders with Foundations, municipalities,
communities
• Enhanced physician engagement and strengthened co-leadership models
• Profiling and celebrating successes – optimizing providers’ passion and
commitment to the people they serve
• Achieving results
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Alberta Provincial Context

Jude Udedibia
Alberta Health Services
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Outline
➢Slide 1: Alberta provincial context
➢Slide 2: Challenges
➢Slide 3: Lessons learned
➢Slide 4: Opportunities
➢Slide 5: My research
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Provincial Context
➢ May 15, 2008
• Rationale (Government): “in my view the purpose was to reverse the siloed and fragmented approach to the delivery of
health care that had developed in Alberta — not by any devious means, but by evolution…” (Honourable Ron Liepert,
Minister, Alberta Health and Wellness, 2009)
• Rationale (new AHS Administration): “"previous regional health authorities made local decisions, reflecting local priorities.
Inevitably, the decisions differed. In turn, this meant different services were expanded (or existed) in different regions, and
Albertans had differential access to services depending on where they lived…It is now the job of AHS to iron out
these differences" (Duckett, 2011)
➢ May 3rd, 2011
• Rationale (AHS Administration): “a realignment of the organization’s leadership structure to transfer more decision-making
to its five zones; hospitals and community care centres; and to increase direct physician engagement in planning and
service delivery. .”(AHS, 2011).
• Rationale (Government): “restructuring to provide better physician involvement, more local decision-making, and to
improve access for all Albertans. Gene Zwozdesky, Health and Wellness Minister)

➢ September 2013
• Rationale (Government): To “look at the organization and structure of AHS” (Janet Davidson, Official Administrator)
➢ 2015
• NDP Election
• Board Restoration (2015)

➢ 2019
• 2019 provincial election?
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Challenges
➢Sheer size
➢Board Governance and CEO tenureship
➢Number of AHS Leaders and Public Perception
3
➢Leading through Dyads
➢Perception of endless restructuring (revolution vs. evolution)
2
➢Political: Change in Governing Party (PC, NDP, UCP)
➢Operational Challenges:
• Legacy entity-Leaders
1
• Legacy organization cultures
• Unions
• Legacy Technology platforms (payroll, finance systems, email,
learning/education, Clinical, etc.)
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Lessons Learned
• Plan for the day AFTER the announcement
• Evolution follows “revolution” and changes will continue for
sometime
• Leaders tasked with restructuring require support and
“protection”
• “Understand errors as leaders go through learning as they lead”
• Understand issues of “Power”/”Fear” and their potential impacts
• Plan the restructuring as a vehicle/mechanism for leadership
development for leaders
• Do evaluation of each major restructuring before the next one
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Opportunities
• Change fatigue/organizational
noise…opportunity for enduring/
resilience
• Corporate Services
Consolidation/Centralization – Takes
advantage of Technology
• Local decision making on “how”
• Governance vs Employee
Reporting Structures vs Workflow
Processes
• Standardization of Processes and
Policies
• Caution: Real change happens at
the local level (example:
quality/patient harm)
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My Research
• 3 organizations (Two in Alberta and One in Saskatchewan)
• 24 leaders
• Focus on Leaders’ Experience and Leaders’ Learning
Experience

Learning

•

•
•
•

•

Relative to Leaders as
Individuals
Relative to the Organization
and the Health System

New Learning
Pragmatic Learning
Deep Learning

• Methodology: Leaders’ Narratives AND Causal Analysis
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Questions and Thank you!

Please take 2 minutes to complete a survey at
https://www.questionpro.com/t/AEeuVZd8fF
Next Webinar: June 2019 on Physician Engagement

chlnet.ca

leadscanada.net

